Thrice-weekly low-dose rituximab decreases CD20 loss via shaving and promotes enhanced targeting in chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients with standard dose infusion of rituximab (RTX), 375 mg/m2, induces clearance of malignant cells from peripheral blood after infusion of 30 mg of RTX. After completion of the full RTX infusion, substantial recrudescence of CLL cells occurs, and these cells have lost > 90% of CD20. To gain insight into mechanism(s) of CD20 loss, we investigated the hypothesis that thrice-weekly low-dose RTX (20 or 60 mg/m2) treatment for CLL over 4 wk would preserve CD20 and enhance leukemic cell clearance. During initial infusions in all 12 patients, the first 30 mg of RTX promoted clearance of > 75% leukemic cells. Four of six patients receiving 20 mg/m2 RTX retained > or = 50% CD20, and additional RTX infusions promoted further cell clearance. However, four of six patients receiving 60 mg/m2 had CD20 levels < 20% baseline 2 days after initial infusions, and additional RTX infusions were less effective, presumably due to epitope loss. Our results suggest that when a threshold RTX dose is exceeded, recrudesced RTX-opsonized cells are not cleared, due to saturation of the mononuclear phagocytic system, but instead are shaved of RTX-CD20 complexes by acceptor cells. Thrice-weekly low-dose RTX may promote enhanced clearance of circulating CLL cells by preserving CD20.